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disruptive technologies. The term, which favors entrepre-
neurs and the media, sounds like the announcement of a 
revolution; that of new technologies that interfere in every 
aspect of our daily lives, transforming the way we work, com-
municate, entertain or heal: the economy, politics, finance 
and the health system are deeply impacted to the point that 
the neutrality of these technologies appears more and more 
like an illusion. We discover them carriers of prerequisites, 
values and, to put it mildly, a social project, sometimes 
unconsciously inscribed in their code by their designers. 
 
addressing the complexity and speed of these transforma-
tions, in order to evaluate both opportunities and risks, 

requires an international and trans-disciplinary approach, which goes beyond the world 
of “tech” and that of enterprise. To carry out this task, the OPTiC network has brought 
together for several years specialists in the human sciences and technology, as well as 
representatives of business and civil society. This work, conducted behind closed doors, 
made it possible to draw up a clear overview of the societal issues and to make the actors 
of the technological revolution aware of the ethical issues of their decisions.

For the first time in 2018, OPTiC has decided to open this reflection by publishing a series 
of short white papers on topics that seem to us the most contentious. This approach com-
plements the work done by public research institutes and consulting firms. Our approach 
is specifically focused on the place of the human in the upheavals we are studying.

These first documents, written in Paris and presented at the Collège des bernardins, pave 
the way for a series of other publications by OPTiC research teams, in connection with 
major university centers, in Geneva, Toronto, boston, berkeley, rome and Oxford.

i invite you to read the news of our research on www.optictechnology.org, to react and to 
take part in this conversation.

brother eric salobir, op
President of OPTiC

Partners :
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This text wishes to make a contribution to the understanding of the relations between 
political power, government of peoples and the  progressive integration of algorithms 
into the sovereign functions of the state (defense, Police and Justice). To do this we will 
discuss the processes of rationalization of state bureaucracies and their completion by 
the algorithms implanted at the heart of government instruments, the stakes of the con-
temporary concept of the  “state platform” and the  increasingly intensive use of algo-
rithms at the very heart of the sovereign functions of defense, Police and Justice. The text 
questions the concept of “algocracy” which is gradually emerging from the integration of 
these reductionist tools into the sphere of public decision.

This situation is proving to be a new stage in the quantification and rationalization of 
men and their government. moving from an art of governing to a science of government; 
the promises of efficiency and optimization by automated government which complete 
the bureaucratization movement are old and their consequences well known: disempow-
erment, depoliticization and delegitimization.

Without being excessively alarmist, it is neither more nor less the future of the regulation 
of social violence and civil peace which are at stake in the evolution of the relationship 
between technology and sovereign functions constituting the authority and the  legiti-
macy of public authorities. The current awareness of the reductionist biases and limits 
of algorithms - not to mention those of “artificial intelligence” - allows controversies to 
emerge in the public space which will, hopefully, bring about a repoliticization of collec-
tive issues.

Summary
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Faced with the  erosion of institutional 
authority as a feature of the post-modern 
state, we face a paradox. Object and 
actor of this deinstitutionalization under 
the  external influence of the  processes of 
globalization and the  internal weakening 
of the  depoliticization of its instruments 
(agencies, independent authorities, nego-
tiated law ...), the public power conscious 
of its manifest loss of authority on the one 
hand a desire to assert its sovereign power 
- particularly in the security field - and a 
move towards open governance that would 
like to draw inspiration from the  prow-
ess of digital platforms administered by 
algorithms.

To shed light on this paradox, we will first 
of all discuss the  processes of rational-
ization of state bureaucracies and their 
completion by the  algorithms implanted 
at the heart of the regulatory instruments 
of government. secondly, we will try to 
decipher the  stakes of the  contemporary 
concept of the “state platform.”

Finally, we will draw up a general status 
quo of the more and more intensive use of 

algorithms within the sovereign functions 
of defense, police and justice.

The  second part of the  text will question 
the concept of “algocracy” which is grad-
ually emerging from the  integration of 
these reductionist tools in the  sphere of 
public decision making. The extreme case 
of state law and the  power to exercise 
legitimate violence will hold our attention 
with the proliferation of new and increas-
ingly autonomous weapon systems. This 
question is not a mere subject of engi-
neering and military tactics, but questions 
the  heart of sovereign power, namely its 
theoretical legitimacy to use violence, even 
the most extreme.

While the  boundaries between defence 
and Police tend to blur in the  context 
of mass terrorism, we will focus on 
the  impact of algorithms on policing and 
public perception of its action. Finally, we 
will discuss the  promises of optimizing 
the  effectiveness of Justice through these 
technical tools and their impact on this 
symbolic institution, the  founder of civil 
peace, its authority and its legitimacy.

Introduction
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here we would like to explain the  con-
text of the  reflection on the  relationship 
between political power, the  government 
of men and the process of quantification.

The  set of mechanisms that aim to rep-
resent and establish correspondences is 
essential to understand the way the mech-
anisms of powers act by representing a 
reality. at the same time by bringing out a 
“reality” which at a given moment and in a 
given context produces a social consensus 
but which, at the same time, by its fragility, 
fuels the public debate. 

Rationalize, quantify 
and predict 
in the  constitution of the  modern sov-
ereign state, the  notion of bureaucracy 
is essential, as max Weber1 has shown. 
rationalization is the  heart of this ideol-
ogy that claims to use tools of science to 
act upon social issues. The history of this 
rationalization of the  art of governing is 
central to understanding how in the nine-
teenth century economics and politics, 
under the  impetus of positivism, will 
erect social systems based on the  idea of 
improving populations through the setting 
up of rational mechanisms for producing 
knowledge about them in order to govern 

them. The tools of rationalization of gov-
ernment bureaucracy are constituted by 
the  vast methods of public statistics in 
charge of providing representations, equiv-
alences and models to the  efficiency of 
the public powers, supposed to be absent 
of any ideology. The  quantification pro-
cesses, like “science of the state,”2 reinforce 
the idea and the implementation of a ratio-
nalization by the  use of a mathematical 
discipline resulting from the  calculation 
of the  probabilities, in charge of guiding 
the neutral and effective action of the state.

statistical reasoning is very much in 
the national interest - central to sovereign 
power - which dominates a social space at 
the same time as it measures it and makes 
it appear as a reality. delinquency, insur-
ance, tariffs, reliability of juries, surveys 
are statistical objects whose two main 
socio- political functions are to classify 
and code. Taxonomy, nomenclatures and 
categories lead by borrowing from natural 
history and medicine, to constitute an 
administrative and also moral “science 
of society” (statistics on marriage, death, 
recidivism, suicide).

These tools - and this is a central and dis-
creet role - lead to a circularity between 
knowledge and action. “data” appears 
as a consequence of an organized action, 
“information” results from a formatting 

the sovereign and the number 

1. max Weber, Économie et société, 1921.
2. desrosières, a., La politique des grands nombres, La découverte, 2010
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and structuring of these data through a 
nomenclature. Variables appear by sliding 
past criteria of classification and coding 
such as the  transition from the  category 
of poor to the unemployed, from the type 
of job to employment, from crime to 
delinquency.

We would like here to underline the prove-
nance of the use of the algorithms by the sov-
ereign state, with the historical concepts of 
bureaucracy and statistics. The algorithms 
implemented in the bureaucratic architec-
ture of the state reinforce a rationalist, even 
reductionist, conception of social relations 
but, even more, they allow an automation 
of decisions guided by a predictive analysis 
of public data. 

One of the main features of algorithms is 
their invisible operation, which is specific 
to government instruments in general, 
and their opacity - the classic “black box” 
effect, aggravated by the new generation of 
algorithms that, coupled with the advances 
of artificial intelligence, become dynamic 
and “self learning.” 

 
Unlike traditional averages and norms, 
aggregation and mass data analysis 
opportunities claim to be no longer rep-
resentations and models of reality, but to 
promise to capture social reality “as such” 
as a whole in an absolute objectification of 
reality. This governance by numbers leads 
as the  tools of representations become 
more complex to substitute the  map for 
the territory, to gradually lose touch with 
reality and then to take any hold on it.

moreover, the  objectivity and the  ratio-
nality of algorithms, like that of any 
bureaucracy, are only apparent and fic-
tional. This is not of course to disqualify 
globally the interest of algorithms in public 
affairs but to become aware of the effects 
of their use by examining their genesis. 
mathematics as an intellectual discipline 
has a very strong symbolic authority. its 
mysterious and impenetrable character 
immediately imposes an intellectual 
ascendancy on the  layman; and in fact, 
within an organization whose core activity 
is based on the use of algorithms, the pre-
cise knowledge of their operation is con-
fined to a very small number of engineers 
and mathematicians. Not only because 
of the  need for industrial secrecy but by 
the inherent complexity of their epistemo-
logical characteristics. Fortunately, math-
ematical authors such as Cathy O’ Neil3 
have done popular work and pedagogy 
to highlight how algorithms far from 
rationalizing reality inject many biases.

 
O’ Neil emphasizes that the main problem 
of the  use of algorithms is not in their 
obvious limitations but in the  truth effect 
they produce on their users and their 
designers under the  guise of the  mathe-
matical mystery with which they are sur-
rounded. The  belief in their effectiveness 
and objectivity is therefore particularly 
great and requires an effort of demysti-
fication and pedagogy. in the  first place, 
the author recalls that a datum is precisely 
never “given.” as we have seen for statistics, 
the  mere observation of a social phe-
nomenon (delinquency, unemployment, 

3. Cathy O’ Neil, Weapons of math destruction, Crown random house, 2016.
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security threat...) is the  result at least of a 
nomenclature and the action of a sensor in 
and on an environment. Then, the  action 
that is supposed to operate an algorithm is 
also the result of a human decision (detect 
offenders, identify enemies, prevent recid-
ivism...). For O’ Neil: “The  data scientist 
is neither more nor less a translator, who 
translates decisions and implements them 
into a code. [...] we must not forget that 
mathematics does not overshadow the cul-
tural context in which the code is written.” 
The highlighting of these biases should not 
discredit the concept of algorithms but sim-
ply, beyond a magical conception of mathe-
matics, encourage to conceive these tools as 
simple “decision- making processes” whose 
biases must be assumed and made explicit 
to users and public authorities who decide 
to implement them in their bureaucratic 
process. in a more historical approach and 
to better grasp the  issues of algorithmic 
governance, we must also consider that 
a bureaucratic organization carries two 
main characteristics in it: by seeking to 
rationalize and bring the  art of govern-
ing into a scientific process, it produces 
disempowerment and depoliticization. 
The  process of disempowerment inherent 
in any bureaucracy has been emphasized at 
length by hannah arendt4 in her work on 
the  origins of totalitarianism. by refusing 
to define power through the  mechanisms 
of domination of man over man - contrary 
to most of Western political thought - and 
violence5 as a manifestation of this power, 

arendt will challenge the  notion that 
the legal use of violence is enough to define 
the  sovereign power, and rather that it is 
only the instrument of it. For arendt, one of 
the effects of bureaucratic organizations is 
to lead to disempowered behavior. Without 
being able to go into detail here, historians6 
of the 20th century point out that bureau-
cratic administration is gradually becom-
ing a power of autonomous government 
independent of political power. The public 
service sees itself as a neutral and rational 
institution more in the  service of public 
interests than elected officials. in the  past 
century, the bureaucracy was able to claim 
an almost priestly dimension as guardian 
of the  common good and the  rationalist 
sustainability of political institutions. in 
the  light of this thinking that associates 
bureaucracy, disempowerment and ulti-
mately totalitarianism, the introduction of 
algorithmic processes in the administrative 
apparatus of the  state must at least open 
the  debate on the  political scope of this 
choice beyond naïve technical solutions, 
but without however pouring into moral 
panic and conspiracy theory.

The  second stream of analysis of 
the  historico- political consequences of 
bureaucracy insists on the  process of 
depoliticization, as emphasized by Carl 
schmitt7. The loss of confidence in elected 
political staff has reached record heights. a 
phenomenon that is certainly old and con-
tinuous, this trend has the effect of almost 

4. hannah arendt, Les origines du totalitarisme, Le seuil, 2006.
5. hannah arendt, Du mensonge à la violence. Essais de politique contemporaine, trad. G. durand, Paris, Calmann-
Lévy, 1972 ; éd. poche, Paris, Presses-Pocket, 1989.
6. Pierre rosanvallon, La légitimité démocratique, Le seuil, 2008.
7. Carl schmitt, « depoliticized Politics, from east to West », New Left Review, 41, sept-oct 2006, p. 29-45.
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complete desacralization of institutional 
and political authorities. by a commu-
nicating silo effect, this loss of symbolic 
authority is reflected in a normative 
proliferation transferred to a bureaucratic 
power adorned with the  virtues of ratio-
nalism and unburdened by ideological 
uncertainty. “Problem solving” becomes 
the goal of political activity through delib-
erately depoliticized instruments such as 
agencies, independent authority or nego-
tiated law. This underlying trend is clearly 
aggravated by the  use of the  algorithms 
presented as the  culmination of the  pro-
cess of rationalization of reality. even if 
the concept of “open government”8 wishes 
to re- enchant politics with the  participa-
tion of the “multitude” in the construction 
of the city, its crucial capacity to generate 
authority remains largely hypothetical.

Govern by prediction
Let us now turn to the main questions posed 
by the arrival of algorithms among the tools 
of action of public services. These tools do 
not arrive in a virgin field of government 
techniques. it seems important and sensi-
ble to link reflection to the old questions 
posed by the  instruments of government.

algorithmic governance can be problema-
tized as the last deepening of the essential 
role of the  instruments of government. 
This “by the instruments” approach makes 
it possible to describe not the  actors and 

the contents of sectoral policies but rather 
their design as the central element to con-
ditions of choice and the retroactive effects 
of these rational means.

The  use of such instruments and tech-
niques is never a neutral matter. any tech-
nique creates its own effects that exceed 
the  expected effects. as such, the  com-
monplace of “internet neutrality” must 
be strongly questioned. The  Greek ideal 
of a city governed by laws and not by men 
has, thanks to technological development, 
taken the form of a government modeled 
on a machine. This political fantasy of a 
world made transparent to itself by ever 
more rationalizing techniques promises 
everyone to assert themselves as a sover-
eign subject, emancipated from the power 
of men and nature.

With the  digital revolution, the  imagi-
nary of governance by numbers is that 
of a society without heteronomy, where 
the program now replaces the law, reduced 
to the  implementation of a utility cal-
culation. The  boundaries between man, 
animal and machine disappearing like 
so many homeostatic systems. The  para-
digm of the market competes with that of 
the law and leads to “a double movement 
of privatization of all things public and 
publicization of all things private.” Unlike 
the  rule of law which does not proceed 
exclusively from the  observation of facts 
but leaves room for interpretation, gover-
nance by numbers is part of the long his-
torical fiction of harmony by calculating 

8. Launched under the Obama administration in 2013, the Open Government initiative initiated a hunt for 
whistleblowers in the Us administration of unparalleled intensity, in the opinion of the Committee to Protect 
Journalists.
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the normativity in terms of programming 
and no longer in terms of legislation.

The  use of societal tools of hyper ratio-
nalization as the  algorithms applied to 
the sovereign domain of the state also has 
a moral scope resulting from the neoliberal 
movement of New Public management 
of the  1980s, which imposes on the  pub-
lic actors a duty of “accountability” for 
their actions and public funds allocated. 
The  promise of algorithmic governance 
indeed suggests an automated optimization 
of the allocation of public resources through 
measurement and automated correction.

in public services, private companies and 
then every social micro- actor, accountabil-
ity - and the  algorithmic tools that allow 
this expansion - gradually makes anyone 
responsible - and no longer solely respon-
sible - for their behavior.

human management in compa-
nies is replaced by an indirect and 
all- encompassing management based on 
the control of conduct by the internaliza-
tion of constraints by the subject who has 
become an “entrepreneur of himself.” Thus, 
the  feedback of the  indicators (ranking) 
and their publication reaches the individ-
ual in all moments of his life (profession, 
social relations, health, consumption, 
quantified self...).

among the  known effects of algorithmic 
prediction and cybernetics, the  feedback 

loop often leads to the  use of algorithms 
in decision making to a more prescriptive 
than predictive result. The  fabrication of 
the  data, their possible defects and their 
method of quantification and correlation 
can thus seriously induce a result more than 
predict it. The use of datasets that inform 
past events can negatively affect future 
outcomes. This is the  emblematic case of 
the  algorithms that determine the  credit-
worthiness of borrowers according to their 
postal code and that lead to significant bias 
in the area of discrimination: higher inter-
est rates, linked to the  average solvency 
denoted by the postal code, inducing larger 
payment defaults which themselves cause 
a reinforcement of the  negative weight of 
the  postal code for the  algorithm. These 
consequences can also be found when court 
decisions - such as parole - are based on cri-
teria9 of the social environment of the per-
son causing true effects of predestination 
because of the family, social or professional 
context. Or, sending police patrols accord-
ing to delinquency zones determined by an 
analysis of statistical crime data that either 
simply displaces it or stimulates the risk of 
clashes through repeated identity checks. 
as Goodhart’ s Law10 has shown, “when a 
measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a 
good measure.”

The fact remains that while the evolution of 
the rationalization of governance may have 
taken centuries to progressively be put in 
place, the arrival of algorithms has produced 
an exponential acceleration of the methods 

9. Criteria that prior standardization and input work by various social actors are particularly opaque.
10. “Once a social or economic indicator or other surrogate measure is made a target for the purpose of conducting 
social or economic policy, then it will lose the information content that would qualify it to play such a role.”  Charles 
Goodhart, chief economic advisor à la banque d’angleterre, en 1975.
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of exercise of the  government. Thus, we 
have barely become aware in the last twenty 
years of the  phenomenon of algorithmic 
governance that new leviathans of hyper 
rationalization appear. it is in particular 
the  phenomenon of coupling between 
the  science of the algorithm and artificial 
intelligence which gives birth to dynamic 
algorithms or “learners” of which none of 
the initial designers control the result.

These learning algorithms help to increase 
the  mechanisms of disempowerment by 
promising the advent of a superior intelli-
gence capable of acting on reality.

State “platforming” 

For some forty years, it has been difficult, 
particularly in France, to approach the ques-
tion of the  sovereign state other than by 
deconstruction. Faced with the intellectual 
failure to think the  state otherwise than 
institutionalized, the rhetoric of governance 
was born to denominate this multiplication 
of actors and this scrambling of the borders 
of “public policies” sliding towards a “public 
action” on which the  national executives 
lose hold. Faced with the historical plural-
ity of the collective fiction of the  state - if 
only in europe - and a form of nostalgia for 
the classic welfare state, the neoliberal proj-
ect has attempted to re- enchant the concept 
of the state by the “managerialist”11 model 
of private enterprise. The many “reforms of 
the  state” have voluntarily aligned public 

action with economic interests without pro-
foundly altering the sociology of the tech-
nocratic elites, nor relieved the bureaucratic 
pressure, quite the contrary.

Faced with this fundamental trend, the last 
two decades have also seen a contrary 
movement by a return of the  sovereign 
state whether it is international security, 
increased power relations or sidelining 
the  UN. There is an extreme tension 
between the  assertion of a contracting 
state- enterprise with increasing numbers 
of stakeholders and the need for the  state 
to maintain its sovereign prerogatives in 
terms of efficiency and legal certainty. 
although in many ways the  invasion of 
sovereign functions of the  state by algo-
rithms seems to be part of a culmination of 
the process of bureaucratization, new rep-
resentations of the state are on the contrary 
emerging by calling for a public power 
that takes the  form of a large platform to 
coordinate special interests. The  success 
story of the digital platform, embodied by 
giants such as Google or Facebook, would 
become, by analogy, a new model of effi-
ciency to imitate and a source of inspiration 
for the public authorities.

in fact, if we consider public action as an 
implementation of a calculation of indi-
vidual utility, this perspective is attractive 
in what it opposes through a centralized 
administration which is naturally rigid, 
vertical, opaque and distant.

Promoters of this “debureaucratisation” 
brandish even the risk of “uberisation” of 

11. Luc rouban, « Les paradoxes de l’État postmoderne », Cités 2004/2 (n° 18), p. 11-22.
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the state by private actors in its sovereign 
functions. This desire for debureaucratisa-
tion is certainly commendable but remains 
deeply ambivalent with regard to public 
service missions. in addition to the  fact 
that it poses considerable legal uncertain-
ties concerning precisely the responsibility 
of the  state, the  postulate that technical 
devices would solve eminently political 
questions (common good, national soli-
darity, equality before the  law, civil liber-
ties...) remains highly contested. assuming 
that the dismantling by decentralized dis-
tribution of state functions by the call for 
contributions from the “multitude” would 
be the answer to the crisis of the state12, no 
doubt requires questioning.

in a more critical approach, such an era-
sure of the heteronomy of law and the state 
is part of a clearly ultra- liberal conception 
that sees public action as a product com-
peting in the standards market. The iconic 
imaginary of the digital platform managed 
by algorithmic functions slips the  law 
towards programming, regulation towards 
regulation. more broadly, this hypothesis of 
a state transformed into a platform that cre-
ates completely open access to public data 
- at the  risk of seeing them appropriated 
by private companies that are ultimately 
the  only ones capable of absorbing and 
processing such large amounts of infor-
mation - runs the risk, on the contrary of 
generating new forms of violence through 
the  gradual destruction of confidence in 

the  socialization of risk by the  state13. by 
wishing, with the best intentions, to indi-
vidualize the administrative treatment, by 
aiming at the liquidity of the human capital, 
it is the notion of solidarity which becomes 
itself obsolete, replaced by an order engen-
dered by the  mutual adjustment of many 
individual economies in a market.”14

Algorithmic issues and 
sovereign functions
Let us now try to better understand by 
some concrete examples the complexity of 
the  use of algorithmic devices in circum-
stances where the state exercises the heart 
of its sovereign mission.

We will begin with an extreme case of 
sovereign power: that of the exclusivity of 
the use of legitimate violence, including to 
a lethal end, in the case of an act of war. Cer-
tainly, because of the  evolution of armed 
conflicts under the impetus of the diffuse 
terrorist threat, the  nature of the  facts of 
war have largely blurred on the ethical, legal 
and political level. The  legal framework 
for the  use of lethal legitimate violence 
combined with the “revolution in military 
affairs” of the 1990s based on the paradigm 
of technological superiority is a borderline 
case and therefore essential to observe 
as a field of application and articulation 
between sovereign power and algorithms. 

12. authors like evgeny morozov have developed a virulent critique of this tendency towards “solutionism,” which 
sees the development of digital technology as a global solution to socio-political questions.
13. The controversies surrounding the transport of people or goods transported to platforms underline this tendency 
to a brutal “return of the social” within these “platform” ecosystems.
14. F. a. hayeck, Le mirage de la Justice sociale, p. 134.
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The  field of the  autonomous Lethal 
Weapons system (saLa)15 focuses most 
of the  military’ s outlook on the  empow-
erment capabilities of robotic devices 
charged with a military mission. even if, 
in many ways, their actual use remains in 
the domain of science fiction, this topic is 
the subject of intense technical research but 
also of reflection on the ethics of combat 
and the means of endowing these weapons 
systems with decision- making algorithms 
likely to imitate a human decision borrows 
moral virtues.

Justice, another area par excellence in 
which to exercise sovereign power, is 
another essential ground for the progres-
sive implementation of public decisions 
issued for all or part of the  result of 
algorithms. The  questions of the  “good 
administration” of justice, i.e. the  elimi-
nation of the saturation of the courts and 
the overcrowding of the prisons, the will to 
rationalize as much as possible the public 
decision with regard to the rates of recid-
ivism and more broadly the  theories of 
public accountability has largely encour-
aged recent experiments. Two appeal 
courts in France, in tandem, are starting 
an experiment with a decision- making 
tool, proposed by law firms searching 
through the judicial database – soon fully 
available in an open format - to calculate 
“the  probabilities of resolving a dispute, 
and the amount of compensation” by com-
paring the  judgments in order to detect 
which court, or which judge is more lenient 
in this type of case. For Chantal arens, first 
president of the  Paris appeal court, these 

technologies induce “a paradigm shift” 
and according to the  magistrate antoine 
Garapon, “predictive justice collapses 
the myth of an impartial and blind law.”

This disclosure of judicial data by the dig-
ital republic act (2016) raises other inter-
esting questions, not only about the inter-
nal use of algorithms by the  actors of 
the judicial world, but about a bureaucratic 
will to increase the  efficiency of a public 
service, in this case justice. These digital 
tools also raise the question of the neces-
sary separation between police and justice 
made more and more porous by the data 
flows between these two public and politi-
cal functions. The notions of responsibility 
for the legal qualification and the individ-
ualization of the sentence are thus poten-
tially challenged by the interconnection of 
the  police  /  judicial information systems 
and by the  temptations of prediction of 
the judicial decision.

The context of the global fight against ter-
rorism is an opportunity to demand from 
public opinion and the  civil authorities 
more and more results of the police forces. 
Legislative pressure to prevent these 
crimes encourages the  ever more intense 
use and experimentation of tools that can 
collect, treat and warn about behavior that 
may betray the preparation of this type of 
crime. From human anticipation linked 
to the  investigator’ s flair to prediction 
through the  interception of massive data, 
there is a strong political temptation under 
pressure from public opinion to resort to 
algorithmic tools.

15. see below the paragraph “The monopoly of violence and the question of the autonomy of weapon systems.”
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in the field of social policing, whoever can 
most (predict crimes) can least (repress 
offenses) and the  fold of executive powers 
in these areas can be rapidly extensive, espe-
cially in exceptional periods - such as a state 
of emergency - where the role of the magis-
trates is largely marginalized by an adminis-
trative management of the police function of 
the sovereign state. security topics and their 
algorithmic management perfectly illustrate 
the phenomenon of feedback loops: the more 
prediction and projection methods fail, 
the  more bureaucratic structures demand 
power in order to obtain better results.

The capacity to predict crimes and offenses 
is also a colossal market. at the same time, 
engineers, sociologists and political scien-
tists take advantage of these instruments and 
point out that in many cases they themselves 
generate what they seek to find out or often 
learn little from the  ground. Ultimately, 
the  proliferation of information sensors 
(video surveillance, facial recognition, black 
boxes integrated by internet and mobile 
data providers...) and the massive data thus 
collected weigh on individuals and under 
the argument of the fight against terrorism 
the real risk of a real “surveillance society” 
and self- control without a real political 
treatment of the  cause of this criminality.

max Weber defined almost a century ago 
the growth of bureaucratic technologies as 
a real “iron cage.” in 1990, Gilles deleuze 
saw a society of control and surveillance 
established in the wake of the societies of 

obedience and discipline of the  modern 
period. These predictions seem to be real-
ized before our eyes with the  expansion 
of algorithms - soon self- learning with 
the  progress of artificial intelligence - in 
the domain of sovereign state power.

many examples of implementation are 
beginning to challenge this state tropism 
towards this hyper- rationalism leading to 
hyper- reductionism of human societies 
and their government. The risk of destruc-
tion of public accountability and collective 
trust in state institutions is becoming 
increasingly clear at a time when states 
are attempting to begin a restoration of 
their authority16 which is always inversely 
proportional to the very legitimate use of 
state power. violence. The limits of utilitar-
ian sovereignty by solving problems with 
depoliticized tools seem obvious.

Naturally, this is not because the  progres-
sive revelation of the  biases inherent in 
any bureaucratic system is occurring and 
the  use of algorithms makes them appear 
more clearly than pessimism and fatal-
ism must prevail. On the  contrary, this 
publicization of the  biases and limits of 
bureaucratic techniques makes it possible 
to raise controversies in the public space.17 
a better understanding and an educational 
effort are likely to emerge from these ques-
tions. in the end, a passage through failures 
of the  implementation of algorithms in 
the  sphere of state power may allow a 
repolitization of collective issues.

16. The Us senate hearings on November 1, 2017 about the role of the silicon Valley giants in the suspicion of russian 
interference on the last Us election will probably mark a turning point in this resumption of government authority.
17. The failure of the “admission postbac” algorithm, which in the end repoliticized the question of access to 
university, is a perfect example.
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The monopoly of violence 
and the question of 
the autonomy of weapon 
systems

There is much talk today about autono-
mous weapon systems with lethal or non- 
lethal capabilities. What is it about?

These are machines that are likely to func-
tion and perform a number of crucial tasks 
(choosing a target, deciding to observe 
it, pursuing it, deciding to attack it, etc.) 
without human intervention.

The choice to use autonomous machines is 
often justified by the will to avoid exposing 
a human being to dangerous situations, by 
the fact that the communications between 
an operator and a robot or a weapon sys-
tem are not not always simple (they can be 
interrupted, scrambled), or even possible 
(as in the  case of underwater robots), or 
by the  fact that humans can no longer 
manage in reasonable time, and with suf-
ficient performance, very complex sets of 
information and actions.

a whole spectrum of nuances can be 
conceived between automated machines 
and autonomous systems. Various types of 
autonomy can also be conceived.

an automated machine is a machine that 
runs a precise and totally known program. 
here the behaviors of the machine are per-
fectly predictable. The human operator does 

not intervene once the machine is engaged, 
but it is he who has determined all the pos-
sible actions and their goals. The operator 
also retains the possibility of putting an end 
to the operation of the machine.

a machine is supervised if an operator 
maintains the effective possibility of inter-
vening to stop it or modify its operation. 
“effective” meaning he really has the time 
to do it. a supervised machine may 
have behaviors that were not originally 
intended by a human agent, but the latter 
still retains the ability to modify or delete 
them. supervision is strong if the human 
operator keeps control of program-
ming and learning (if the  machine has 
self- learning capabilities). supervision is 
weak if the human operator no longer has 
control of programming or learning.

a machine is autonomous if it can act 
without human supervision. The  degrees 
of supervision or non- supervision allow 
the  conception of a whole spectrum of 
states of autonomy. The  lowest degree of 
autonomy is unsupervised automaticity. 
The  behaviors of the  machine are known 
and predictable but it is not put under 
the supervision of a human operator. if one 
goes up in the degrees of autonomy, one can 
find machines that are not supervised during 
control (piloting) but which are supervised 
during the phase of programming or learn-
ing. a machine is weakly autonomous if it is 
unsupervised from the point of view of con-
trol but is supervised from the point of view 
of programming and learning. a machine 

algocracy
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is highly autonomous if it is unsupervised 
from the point of view of control, program-
ming or learning. in this case we can qualify 
the machine as “innovative.”

The knowledge of all the possible behaviors 
of a machine and the precise delimitation 
of the geographical area in which it oper-
ates are essential to evaluate the  legal or 
ethical nature of its use. This knowledge 
is only possible with supervised or weakly 
autonomous machines. it is certainly not 
possible for innovative machines.

What is decisive from a legal or ethical point 
of view is basically the possibility of keeping 
control of the machine, of its behavior, and 
the precise knowledge of its area of action 
(not only from the  geographical point of 
view but also from the point of view of its 
characteristics: presence or not of civilians, 
places with special meaning, etc.).

it should be noted that it is not so much 
autonomy that poses a problem from 
an ethical or legal point of view. indeed, 
the autonomy of a system can be essential 
to ensure the safety of human beings. When 
humans are at risk of ignorance or because 
of their mistakes or some of their pathol-
ogies, to endanger the  users of a machine 
or a complex system, it is important that 
the machine can eventually regain control 
and operate without human mediation. On 
the other hand, what turns out to be crucial 
is the  supervision of autonomous systems 
or not. The  total unpredictability, linked 
to innovative machine behaviors, that can 
redefine the  objectives initially prescribed 
by the  human being or that can leave 
the zones which are assigned to them, poses 
important problems of safety and conse-
quently of ethical and legal responsibility.

When it comes to weapon systems with 
lethal capabilities, that is, endowed with 
the  possibility of killing, the  question of 
autonomy is highly problematic. From 
the  strictly operational point of view, but 
especially from the  moral point of view, 
if we attach importance to human life, 
we cannot leave the  capacity to kill to 
machines that could arrogate this capacity 
without human mediation and in places 
undefined by responsible human agents.

Risks of autonomous lethal 
weapons systems (SALAs)

The major risk of these kinds of weapons is 
the possibility of concealing those respon-
sible for collateral damage. The  authority 
normally responsible for implementing 
a saLa may still invoke an unknown 
or unpredictable malfunction of one of 
the components of the system to cover its 
direct involvement in an immoral or illegal 
action. The  problem is becoming more 
complex today as saLa swarms themselves 
may be in dialogue with a large number of 
other physical or electronic systems caus-
ing a dilution of responsibilities in a com-
plex network of technological mediations.

even if it can be argued that those respon-
sible are ultimately the  authorities who 
implemented the  saLas, there is a cur-
rent tendency to assign fictitious liability 
to machines. The  proposals to consider 
autonomous systems as “moral persons” 
are indicative of this trend. but we must be 
aware that this presents a great danger of 
confusion because a machine, a technolog-
ical object, can in no case be a responsible 
subject. Only a human can be held respon-
sible. he alone can suffer and be punished. 
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The  introduction of this particular and 
fictional legal personality of the robot could 
have the effect of concealing the real culprits.

Note that the use of innovative machines, 
therefore unpredictable, is an irresponsible 
behavior. We cannot implement a machine 
whose behavior cannot be controlled, espe-
cially if it involves the lives of people and 
the integrity of their property. The same is 
true of a behavior that would let a system 
learn behaviors without any supervision. 
as recent experiments have shown, a 
self- learning machine (a chatbot) without 
human supervision can, in contact with 
harmful human behavior, become a dan-
gerous and degrading system for humans.

One of the major risks of using this kind 
of innovative army machine is the  fact 
that it could backfire against its user. No 
politician or military leader would want 
a system that ultimately could oppose 
the goals they have set. Technology must 
remain consistent with the purposes pre-
scribed by the  legitimate and responsible 
authority. but it is really difficult to ensure 
this coherence with autonomous systems 
that by definition can come out of rules 
and domains that are imposed on them.

despite this remark, it is feared that some 
decision - makers will be convinced of 
the use of saLas because of their advan-
tages in terms of cost, minimization of 
human lives (for their part!) and the tech-
nological performance in terms of handling 
information. This is one of the  risks of 
saLas, as of all advanced technologies. 
Their performances induce a kind of irre-
sistible fascination that can lead to a kind 
of human resignation face to face with 
the machine.

a correlative danger is that which leads 
us to believe that a machine based on 
algorithms could have real power of deci-
sion or judgment. but the  decision has 
aspects that are precisely not algorithmic. 
it is therefore a delusion to think that one 
could ultimately manufacture an algorith-
mic moral agent, an “autonomous moral 
agent.” What is problematic is, among 
other things, the  fact that the  decision 
sometimes involves behaviors that go 
beyond rules, even rules of transgression 
or rule making. The  human decision is 
sometimes to invent rules outside any rule 
to save the spirit of the rules! a machine 
can only conform to sets of rules. There is 
no general algorithm for creating rules.

moreover, the  application of the  rules 
requires an interpretation of contexts that 
requires a semantic which is itself not 
easily described by rules or algorithms. 
This interpretation is central to the  pos-
sibility of complying with the  rules of 
international humanitarian Law. indeed, 
in combat situations, it is important to 
be able to interpret, from the  context, 
whether a person is a fighter or a non- 
combatant. however, this context is often 
very fluctuating, complex and difficult to 
reduce to a certain number of identifiable 
features. The proportionality of a military 
response or the determination of a military 
interest of a target also comes from a fine 
interpretation of contexts that is difficult to 
“algorithmise.”

One aspect that is related to this is 
the  fact that military decision makers on 
the ground are never mere automatic exec-
utors of orders received by their immedi-
ate superiors. indeed, they are responsible 
beings who must understand the spirit of 
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the  orders given and possibly refuse cer-
tain orders because they could be illegal 
or immoral or interpret orders as they see 
fit in the  context. We could imagine that 
it may be simple to replace the  officers, 
the soldiers by order executing machines. 
but it is to forget the  decisive role that 
conscious and responsible humans can 
play in the  field, able to grasp the  stakes 
of the instructions and to play the role of 
moral or cognitive fuse in case of unethical 
or aberrant instructions of a tactical or 
strategic point of view.

One of the risks of using saLas is to 
believe that we will evolve into a victim-
less war. however, in the  background, 
we know that in any war, the belligerents 
will try to hit the  other side where it is 
the most sensitive or vulnerable. and we 
know that the loss of a soldier or a civilian 
remains a disaster. if one of the  parties 
uses means of warfare that systematically 
saves the lives of its soldiers, progressively 
the other party will try to cause the death 
of civilians or soldiers out of the battlefield, 
causing a globalization of the  conflicts, 
with an increase of the  victims civil. On 
the battlefield, there will also be a gradual 
concealment of military installations that 
may be affected by autonomous robots, 
hospitals, schools, etc., thus increasing 
the risks for a population that is normally 
protected with regard to international 
humanitarian Law.

another risk is the fact that these complex 
systems can be easily hacked or overrun. 
saLas therefore have the  danger of fall-
ing quite easily into the hands of harmful 
powers. There is also a risk because these 
powers can easily implement these tech-
nological objects whose characteristics are 

quite readily accessible.This accessibility 
is itself a danger, because it can call into 
question the  balance of forces and cause 
new arms races pushed by new players 
who are difficult to control.

it can be argued that machines could 
better conform to the rules of international 
humanitarian Law than humans, or more 
precisely meet the rules of engagement. it 
is possible in some cases. moreover, it can 
rightly be said that machines are not sub-
ject to the negative effects of stress, fatigue, 
anxiety and feelings of revenge, hate, etc. 
however, the  delegation of the  authority 
to kill to saLas is also based on a kind 
of loss of confidence in the human being, 
in a morally well- trained human being. 
The  well- trained human is also a person 
who could be compassionate, who could 
in some circumstances put some humanity 
into conflict.

We must not minimize the  fact that 
the  human could also change the  course 
of wars by showing a spirit of forgiveness, 
of fraternity. The systematic use of armed 
robots is a kind of implicit recognition 
that an ethics of fraternity, that an ethic 
of human values no longer has a place 
to temper and hope to counter violence. 
When the  human is really immersed, 
physically, in this hell that is war, he can 
only hope for the  end of the  conflict. 
Technological mediations that distance 
the human being can induce a kind of false 
perspective on what war really is with all 
its weight of gravity and suffering. a robot 
programmed for the fight will rigorously 
apply the rules, but will never experience 
that feeling of disgust that, in the  long 
run, captures all those who are actually 
confronted with the  horrors of combat. 
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Feeling that can lead to an awareness of 
the need to stop the violence.

it is also necessary to underline the harm-
ful psychological effects that totally robotic 
weapons can induce in the  civilians who 
are confronted with it. The  lawfulness 
of a weapon must also be considered by 
studying the  effects induced by weapons 
in terms of anxiety and fear in civilian 
populations. The  use of drones, like that 
of V1 during the second World War, has 
the  potential to terrorize populations liv-
ing under their fields of action. We must 
consider the fact that robotic autonomous 
weapons may have the possibility of terror-
izing the civilian population. it can already 
be observed in the field that the  fact that 
soldiers are augmented by a whole tech-
nology (night vision goggles, helmets, bul-
letproof vests...) can damage contact with 
a civilian population in conflict zones, to 
the detriment of soldiers who would like to 
establish a position of trust with the locals.

Recommendations

The law and ethics, which are fundamental 
elements for life in society, are based on a 
notion of responsibility. One cannot rely 
on a human person. The  delegation of 
power to a machine should not forget that 
only a human authority is responsible for 
the consequences of this delegation.

it is an irresponsible act to implement a 
machine that cannot ensure reliability or 
compliance with specific purposes. We 
cannot admit totally innovative machines, 
unsupervised by humans, machines that 
could give themselves the  goals of their 
action and their scope of operation. in this 

sense it is important to avoid innovative 
systems. autonomy left to a system should 
always be considered with a view toward 
the  respect for the  dignity of the  human 
person and of the aims set by the latter. it is 
useless for humans to create machines that 
would turn against what he wanted.

The innovative saLas are therefore to be 
avoided for this reason, but even more so 
because the  power to kill human beings 
cannot be delegated purely and simply 
to a machine. This could lead in the  long 
run a loss of the  sense of the  dignity of 
the person and a kind of loss or dilution of 
a fundamental responsibility that we have 
towards human life.

if machines have lethal capabilities, it is 
crucial to keep effective supervision on 
the  machine control, on their program-
ming, on the  learning process where 
applicable and also on the  limits and 
characteristics (presence or not of civilians, 
etc.) of the areas in which they operate. We 
can therefore only accept to have highly 
supervised machines to preserve an ethic 
based on the  dignity of the  human per-
son, consistent with his existence and his 
wishes, but also to preserve the possibility 
of satisfaction of the rules of international 
humanitarian law. Weakly independent 
machines (unsupervised from the  point 
of view of the  order but supervised from 
the  point of view of programming and 
learning) may be accepted if they have lethal 
capabilities. but if they have the absence of 
effective oversight, characterized here as 
independence, they present too significant 
a risk for the human to be accepted.

The systems automated lethal ability could 
be accepted only if they are deployed in 
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controlled areas and where we can ensure 
their full compliance with international 
humanitarian law. but it should be noted 
that it must be possible to disable such 
systems at any time. This means constant 
supervision.

in all cases, therefore, the use of non- tele- 
operated robotic weapons systems must 
comply with the  utmost supervision. 
The saLas in the sense of non - supervised 
lethal weapons, or in the sense of innova-
tive weapons should be prohibited.

Justice, Police and 
Algorithms

The  techniques and their improvement 
are at the heart of all police investigation 
work, the  rationalization of the  incrim-
inated facts and the  manifestation of 
the  judicial truth. Photography, fin-
gerprints, dNa, video surveillance, 
electronic bracelets, video recording of 
interogations, etc. have long been used 
by professionals of the  law enforcement 
services of the Police and Justice. between 
the myth of predicting criminal intentions 
and the  denunciation of the  risks of lib-
erticidal abuses, the  digital technologies 
applied to the  state field of the  Police 
and the  Justice ask not to be considered 
separately from their professional con-
texts, their crisis of legitimacy, the judge’ s 
duty or even the  philosophy of law.

Technologies and the crisis of 
Police legitimacy  

The  issues raised by the  increase in sur-
veillance technologies used by the  ruling 
powers, particularly the  police, have 
triggered on the one hand an outpouring 
of anxiety- provoking fiction in line with 
Orwell’ s “big brother,” and a large aca-
demic output now grouped together with 
surveillance studies and fueled by the crit-
ical work of Foucault and deleuze.18 This 
double literature, which is widespread, 
fear- inspiring and critical, often under-
mines the complexity of the  reality, often 
less effective, of the use of technologies by 
the police. Caricature and generalizations 
often prevail at the  expense of a precise 
observation of how the worlds of law and 
justice also contribute to making their 
mark on these technologies.

We forget that video surveillance tech-
niques also make it possible to “supervise 
supervisors.” There are indeed scandals and 
the  crisis of legitimacy that affect police 
forces in general when witnesses film with 
their mobile phones and broadcast in real 
time scenes of police violence, legitimate or 
otherwise. indeed, digital surveillance tech-
niques, even espionage, are dual. The col-
lapse of their cost, their popularization, 
and their open source19 distribution also 
allow citizens to “equip themselves” with 
new surveillance methods and the possible 
production of evidence of infringement. 
The  political processes of modernization 
and managerialization of the police forces, 

18. Foucault, michel (1975), Surveiller et punir, Gallimard. G. deleuze et F. Guattari (1980), Mille Plateaux, Paris, minuit.
19. Open source plans for listening devices, once the exclusive preserve of police and intelligence services, are now 
freely available and feasible with some knowledge of electronics at a modest cost.
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just as for justice, also have an important 
responsibility in the police crisis situation. 
The perception of a low efficiency and an 
excessive use of force paint a negative image, 
much to the  detriment of this protective 
function dedicated to serving the  state.

 
The declared political will to reduce delin-
quency by the implementation of quantita-
tive measures of police efficiency have led 
to the perception that law enforcement is 
now driven by a policy of figures and tar-
gets, especially with the help of new tech-
nologies like the automation of speed con-
trol and its repression. The “management 
by objectives,” the surveillance of ordinary 
citizens by new technical devices, the for-
malism, the automation and the massifica-
tion of the sanctions have lastingly affected 
the representation of the police forces and 
their internal functioning torn, as never 
before, between legalism and efficiency.

in this context, which has been deterio-
rating for 15 years in the field of everyday 
crime, this crisis of legitimacy has been 
combined with the advent of mass terrorism 
since 2001. Political and social pressure on 
the police and on their investigative capac-
ity has dramatically changed in scale. Given 
the extent of the media, societal and politi-
cal impact of any successful attack, the tac-
tical focus will no longer be focused solely 
on the  designation of the  culprit through 
the administration of the evidence and its 

judicialization but of course the  detection 
of criminal intent accompanied by its objec-
tive risks in terms of civil liberties.

 
This change - which may seem minimal - is 
in fact decisive to explain how, combined 
with a crisis of perception, the Police will 
turn to algorithmic solutions for crime pre-
diction and more broadly offenses. Thus, 
the  legislator has been able to authorize, 
in France in particular, the  installation of 
wide- reaching devices for surveillance of 
electronic communications.20

in the exceptional case of terrorism - but 
which could be likely to impact all police 
procedures because of the ability of tech-
nical devices to impose their design - tech-
nology is gradually colonizing the  entire 
criminal chain. however, the  judge is 
also the  controller of the  investigations 
and, as such he must be able to keep 
the  proceedings of the  police investiga-
tion at a distance. according to Professor 
bertrand Warusfel: “a continuous chain 
risks introducing continuity between 
Police and Justice where, today, there is 
a necessary rupture. Faced with the  rise 
of legal decision- making tools, the  legal 
qualification must remain a prerogative of 
the judge, especially if one wishes to keep 
the individualization of justice.”21 Just like 
the borders between militarization of law 
enforcement and army policing in the fight 
against terrorism, the boundaries between 

20. Law on internal security, article L 851-3: “Under the conditions laid down in Chapter i of Title ii of this book 
and for the sole purpose of the prevention of terrorism, it may be imposed on the operators and persons mentioned 
in article L. 851-1 the implementation on their networks of automated processing intended, according to parameters 
specified in the authorization, to detect connections likely to reveal a terrorist threat.”
21. bertrand Warusfel cité par Guillaud hubert (2017), “Vers la Justice analytique : entre performance et optimisation”,
http://www.internetactu.net/2017/07/25/vers-la-Justice-analytique-33-entre-performance-et-optimisation/

http://www.internetactu.net/2017/07/25/vers-la-justice-analytique-33-entre-performance-et-optimisation/
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Justice and Police through the  spread of 
algorithmic procedures tend to blur.

The role of the judge in 
the digital age

in order to better measure the  conse-
quences of digital technologies in the judi-
cial sphere and its salutary distinction of 
police procedures, we must return with a 
historical and anthropological light on two 
fundamental concepts: that of the  judge 
and his duty. Their definitions and trans-
lations, on the  one hand in continental 
law and on the  other hand in common 
law societies, are essential for grasping 
the  complex and contemporary question 
of the  relationship between judges and 
technology. as Julie allard22 reminds us, 
the  modern judicial function, in opposi-
tion to the concept of duty, has repressed 
the  religious origin of the  definition of 
the  judge’ s officiality, on which it never-
theless bases its authority and legitimacy. 
This repression, in its most Freudian sense, 
invites Julie allard to take an interest in its 
consequences, particularly in the context 
of technological modernity.

The  judge’ s authority is based on three 
principles: his virtue, as a personal 
ability to make the  right decision for 
each situation; the  people who confer 
representativeness and legitimacy and a 
transcendence (God, King, state, Law...) 
which establishes a sacrality, even secular, 

of his office. The  history of the  office of 
the judge in the modern era will, by grad-
ually abandoning a theological- political 
anchoring, radicalize the  depersonaliza-
tion of the  office through “the  figure of 
the  judge- automaton, but also through 
the codification, the appointment of judges 
by a central authority and their integration 
into a hierarchy that allows better control 
over them. The  judge always holds his 
authority of an entity which exceeds him 
and which remains outside his office, but 
this is very largely rationalized: the author-
ity no longer resides in God but in the text 
of law, in the  code.”23 Gradually, and this 
movement accelerates with the possibility 
of transferring decisions to an algorith-
mic machine, the  authority of the  judge 
is externalized and depersonalized in a 
body of texts (and already semantically 
through codes) which gives birth to a 
particular definition of his authority which 
now resides in his competence to know in 
detail the legal texts from which he draws 
his now rationalized, depoliticized and 
secularized authority. From an office exer-
cised by virtue of a transcendent authority, 
the  modern judge exercises a function 
derived from his knowledge of texts and 
codes of laws. reduced to a formal mastery 
of legal knowledge, we can better under-
stand why an artificial intelligence could 
at least initially support it in this reduc-
tionist approach to justice. maybe even, in 
the future, for certain routine areas of law 
enforcement (family law, traffic offenses, 
etc.), replace it.

22. allard, Julie (2013), L’office du juge : entre sacré et politique, institut des hautes etudes sur la Justice. 
http://forumdelaJustice.fr/ihej_wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Julie_allard_loffice_du_juge_entre_sacre_et_
politique.pdf
23. allard, Julie (2013), idem, p. 3.

http://forumdelajustice.fr/ihej_wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Julie_Allard_loffice_du_juge_entre_sacre_et_politique.pdf
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The question of the legitimacy of the judge 
also requires some clarification. since 
antiquity, the relationship between the peo-
ple and the judiciary has been articulated 
with notions of citizenship and judgment 
as an eminently political act. each citizen 
could become a judge by drawing lots. This 
association of the  people with the  judge 
thus guarantees the political legitimacy of 
the decisions. This is an essential point of 
the  legitimacy of justice particularly still 
strongly present in common law, where 
the role of the jury is determining where it 
is highly attenuated in continental law, with 
the exception of the criminal court juries. 
The citizen jury is thus historically linked 
to democracy and the political legitimacy 
of the  magistrates. in this perspective, 
the opacity of the algorithmic black boxes 
would argue for a weak legitimacy because 
of the difficulties of comprehension of their 
procedures by the citizen, totally excluded 
from their political legitimization.

in counterpoint to this citizen and political 
foundation of justice, Plato had warned 
precisely against the  irrationality of 
the crowds and their sensitivity to the emo-
tional effects of rhetoric. The professional 
judge, on the  other hand, is supposed to 
be insensitive to the effects of emotion and 
able to make the truth triumph. Today, it is 
this conception that is retained: the judge 
derives his legitimacy from knowledge and 
not from power. Once again, the possible 
evolution towards an algorithmic justice 
that is at least partially automated finds 
here its historical anchorage as an exten-
sion of a vast process of depoliticization. 

The more a judgment is detached from a 
political power, the more it is paradoxically 
perceived as legitimate.

The management of justice

The process of rationalization and deper-
sonalization of the  judge, at work since 
the advent of modern times, will undergo, 
even before our questioning of the impact 
of algorithms in justice, a deep acceleration 
through the  ideologies of management 
and management of public affairs. indeed, 
the  political project of management sci-
ences and management in general aims 
to establish, wherever possible, broad 
rationalization processes for the  purpose 
of efficiency, especially budgetary, by opti-
mizing the allocation of resources.

From the beginning of the 1980s, making 
the state more legitimate, and its justice in 
particular, requires improved efficiency. 
The  managerial discourse is thus unam-
biguous: “The  activity of the  judge is to 
provide services (judgments or rulings) 
which are described in a very complex set 
of specifications (all the  applicable laws 
and regulations) issued by the  legislative 
or executive. This mission undoubtedly 
has economic characteristics of public ser-
vices.”24 The entry of economic rationaliza-
tion into the field of justice is an important 
event and initiator of a reductionist 
approach specific to technologies, includ-
ing digital. The  managerial performance 
criteria are presented as an obvious and 

24. mattijs Jan (2006), “implications managériales de l’indépendance de la Justice”, Pyramides, 2006. Cité par Julie 
allard, ibidem, p. 9.
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unavoidable evolution in order to offer a 
quality service to the users, with a respon-
sibility for the optimal use of public funds.

among the  management processes, stan-
dardization is a cardinal tool for the  rep-
resentation and production of efficiency. 
These management techniques, presented 
as purely rationalizing, carry with them 
powerful control mechanisms through 
the  production of statistical averages on 
productivity, giving rise to the formulation 
of rules of “good practice” which become 
de facto standards and barometers of 
the office of the modern judge. The man-
agement of judicial processes is therefore 
heavily involved as a technique to further 
mitigate the idea of justice as a representa-
tion of the state and the judge as delegate 
of its sovereignty. it becomes a simple pub-
lic service that claims to have dispensed 
with the  stakes of power in favor of a 
hyper rationalization manager. The use of 
algorithms in justice thus reaches a new 
threshold in the  technicism already in 
place for a long time.

Reductionism vs Philosophy 
of Law

in this managerial movement to produce 
budget efficiency, the promise of progres-
sive automation has emerged with the rise 
of digital technology over the  last twenty 
years. The  mobilization of management 

sciences, probabilistic calculations of risk, 
the  digitization and standardization of 
judicial decisions in large databases open 
up new avenues for predicting recidivism 
and committal of crimes.

however, the alignment of the judicial deci-
sion with the result of a statistical calcula-
tion normalizing a standardized median of 
the  judge’ s decision poses a fundamental 
problem in terms of the philosophy of law 
both on the principle of independence of 
the  magistrate and on the  concept itself 
of jurisprudence. “To settle a dispute is to 
possess, according to the roman tradition 
that still carries us, the mastery of “the art 
of the good and the equal,” and not to lazily 
align the judgment with a median. if such 
a movement prevailed, it is indeed the very 
existence of the  Court of Cassation, in 
charge of the  harmonization of the  juris-
prudence, or of any supreme court, which 
would be threatened.”25

according to hélène Cazaux- Charles, 
director of the National institute of higher 
studies of security and Justice, the question 
of redefining the field of judicial litigation 
in the 21st century arises if the pronounce-
ment of a decision for mass litigation (family 
cases, unpaid fines, road traffic litigation ...) 
is aligned on a scale resulting from a calcu-
lation. This automated or semi- automated 
computation takes on the finery of a quasi- 
scientific truth, hyper rationalized and free 
from the human bias of the  interpretation 

25. marraud des Grottes, Gaëlle (2017), “hélène Cazaux-Charles, directrice de l’institut national des hautes études 
de la sécurité et de la Justice : « L’usage de l’algorithme est un sujet auquel sera confrontée la Justice pénale dans les 
années qui viennent »”, Actualité du Droit, 01 novembre 2017. https://www.actualitesdudroit.fr/browse/vie-des-
professions-juridiques-et-judiciaires/legaltech/9891/helene-cazaux-charles-directrice-de-l-institut-national-des-
hautes-etudes-de-la-securite-et-de-la-Justice-l-usage-de-l-algorithme-est-un-sujet-auquel-sera-confrontee-la-
Justice-penale-dans-les-annees-qui-viennent
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of texts and contexts. This is in terms of 
the philosophy of the law of a discreet but 
profound shift of the  law of evidence and 
its administration by the office of the judge 
which impacts the  status of the  judicial 
truth: “Thus, a certain scientific creed (a 
religion?) is tempted to substitute itself for 
the  rational demonstration of the  proof, 
which relies certainly on sciences and 
techniques, but in a procedural framework 
which confers on him the status of simple 
expertise and not of truth.”26

if the  concept of scoring is gradually 
replacing the  art of interpretation under 
the  argument of efficiency, reliability 
and rationality, it is the  very meaning of 
the regulation of social violence by human 
language and judicial debate, capable of 
maintaining the  durability of civil peace, 
which is called into question. The  slow 
substitution of the  cognitive register for 
the  normative register and its dream of 
eliminating fallibility and human imper-
fection, including in the register of Justice, 
also opens the  door to multiple possibil-
ities of circumventing impartiality and 
the equality of all before the law.

in the end, it is also necessary to think of 
historicizing the  various experiences of 
the  scientific organizations of power and 
humanity. The reductionism of social rela-
tions to the automatically calculated score 
would indeed make it possible to classify 
individuals according to a performance, a 
standard or a norm confusing probability 
and truth, correlation and proof.

To guard against these fundamental 
consequences of algorithms, especially 
those of the  second generation who are 
announced as learning by artificial intel-
ligence, the judiciary must have “access to 
the nature and to the aggregation modal-
ities of the data subjected to the algorith-
mic equation, as to the  economy of this 
equation, to be able to appreciate the rigor, 
the quality, the impartiality of the admin-
istration of the  proof.”27 The  training of 
judges and a policy of recruitment of 
mathematicians and engineers capable 
within the ministry of Justice to perform 
the  reverse engineering will be necessary 
for the certification of algorithms used in 
the same way as the other technical experts 
already present in the judicial chain.

26. marraud des Grottes, Gaëlle (2017), idem.
27. idem.
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Can algocracy as a progressive substitute 
for democracy be an at least partially 
conceivable future? We wanted to stress in 
this contribution that the progressive col-
onization by algorithms of the  tradition-
ally political and state domain no longer 
belongs in the  realm of science fiction. 
defense, Police and Justice - as eminently 
sovereign functions - are now directly que-
ried by this question.

This situation is proving to be a new stage 
in the quantification and rationalization of 
men and their government. moving from 
an art of governing to a science of gov-
ernment; the  promises of efficiency and 
optimization by automated government 
which complete the  bureaucratization 
movement are old and their consequences 
well known: disempowerment, depolitici-
zation and delegitimization.

Without being excessively alarmist, it 
is neither more nor less the  future of 
the regulation of social violence and civil 
peace which are at stake in the evolution 
of the  relationship between technology 
and sovereign functions constituting 
the authority and the legitimacy of public 
authorities and - with regard to defense, 
Police and Justice - the rule of law itself.

Fortunately, when it comes to social recep-
tion of technology, nothing ever happens 
as planned. The limits of utilitarian sover-
eignty of solving problems by depoliticized 
tools become obvious. The current aware-
ness of the reductionist biases and limits of 
algorithms - not to mention those of “arti-
ficial intelligence” - allows controversies 
to emerge in the public space which will, 
hopefully, bring about a repoliticization of 
collective issues.

conclusion 
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